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Minutes

Allfaculty members are requested to attend the online meeting at 10.30 am on 01/06/2020

Agenda:

o Planning programmes for the new academic year

o t Any other relevant matter.

Members present:-

Dr.Rajeswari K

Dr.Syamala DeviM B

Dr.Abdul Rasheed Poozhithara

Smt.Priya Kemal

Dr.Sa nthosh Areekuzhiyil

Dr.Arun Kumar P

Dr.Jayakrishna K

Sri.Jeemon Joseph

Dr.Pradeep Chandran B

It was decided to start online classes for all batches (B.Ed llnd Sem, M.Ed llnd Sem and M.Ed lV

Sem)

Decided to prepare a new timetable schedule for me conduct of online classes.

Regarding the uncertainty of reopening of schools , the student teachers were adviced to watch

online classes in VICTERS channel for their respective subjects as a part of completing their ll

Sem practical works (Demonstration class).

It was decided to request me concerned authorities of University of Calicut for restructuring the

existing B.Ed, M.Ed Semesters due to the menace caused by Covid-19 Pandemic.

It was decided to clean the college premises and classrooms for conducting university

examinations.

Decision was taken to seek help of Fire force Department or any other agencies for Sanitizing

the classroorgthe classroom and campus before and after the conductbf exams.
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Minutes

All ficulty members are requested to attend the online meeting at 2pm on L7 /0812020

Anenda:

I e Plan Fund ProPosal

o Portfolio Discussion

o AnY other relevant matters
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L. Dr.Rajeswari K

2. Smt.Usha M

3. Dr.SYamala DeviM B

4. Dr.Abdul Rasheed Poozhithara

5. Smt.PriYa Kemal

6. Dr.Santhosh AreekuzhiYil

7. Dr.JaYakrishna K

8. Sri.Jeemon JosePh

9.' Dr.PradeeP Chandran B

10. Dr.Rages John

It was decided to re-submit the plan fund proposal as-

*Renovation/MaintanenceofAuditorium,Mu|ti-PurposeCentreandFurniture.
* purchase of books, software for language lab, equipments for Natural Science Lab'

Furniture for auditorium and Seminas Hall' SPSS

Decided to conduct a meeting on portfolio allocations for the academic year'

Decided to conduct the M'Ed proposal presentation'
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